Warm up those little fingers with a new pair of warm gloves!!

Available in your choice of Navy or Maroon
(School Uniform Approved)

For only $3 per pair

One Size Fits Most—but if you want to check please see sample pairs at the Front Office and Uniform Shop!

Beanies are also available $4.50 each
(Maroon only)

(Please return the order form below to school, no later than 4 April 2014)

Eldest Child: Name:_____________________________________Class:_______________

________________Maroon Gloves x $3.00 per Pair =$_____________

________________Navy Gloves x $3.00 per Pair =$_____________

________________ Beanie x $4.50 each = $_____________

Total Order =$_____________

(Please place order slip and correct money in an envelope marked “Winter Warmers”. – Thank you!)